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ABSTRACT
Opacity-driven shifts of the apparent very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) core position
with frequency (the ‘core shift’ effect) probe physical conditions in the innermost parts of
jets in active galactic nuclei. We present the first detailed investigation of this effect in the
brightest γ -ray blazar 3C 454.3 using direct measurements from simultaneous 4.6–43 GHz
very long baseline array observations, and a time lag analysis of 4.8–37 GHz light curves
from the University of Michigan Radio Observatory, Crimean Astrophysical Observatory and
Metsähovi observations in 2007–2009. The results support the standard Königl model of jet
physics in the VLBI core region. The distance of the core from the jet origin rc(ν), the core
size W(ν) and the light curve time lag �T(ν) all depend on the observing frequency ν as
rc(ν) ∝ W(ν) ∝ �T(ν) ∝ ν−1/k. The obtained range of k = 0.6–0.8 is consistent with the
synchrotron self-absorption being the dominating opacity mechanism in the jet. The similar
frequency dependence of rc(ν) and W(ν) suggests that the external pressure gradient does not
dictate the jet geometry in the cm-band core region. Assuming equipartition, the magnetic
field strength scales with distance r as B = 0.4(r/1 pc)−0.8 G. The total kinetic power of
electron/positron jet is about 1044 ergs s−1.

Key words: galaxies: active – galaxies: jets – quasars: individual: 3C454.3 – radio continuum:
galaxies.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

3C 454.3, also known as PKS B2251+158 (αJ2000 =
22:53:57.747940 δJ2000 = +16:08:53.56074;1 z = 0.859 Jackson
& Browne 1991) and nicknamed the ‘Crazy Diamond’ by the AG-
ILE team for its brightness and unpredictable behaviour (Vercellone
et al. 2010), is a prominent member of the blazar class of active
galactic nuclei. Like other blazars, 3C 454.3 contains a relativistic
plasma jet pointed close to our line of sight. As a result of rela-
tivistic beaming, synchrotron radiation from the jet dominates the
blazar’s observed energy output from radio to infrared and optical
bands (Marscher 1980). During a low flux density state, when the jet
emission is weak, a prominent ultraviolet excess is observed which

� E-mail: kutkin@gmail.com
1 Position from the Radio Fundamental Catalog version rfc_2013b, see:
http://astrogeo.org/rfc/

is attributed to thermal emission of the accretion disc (e.g. Smith
et al. 1988; Villata et al. 2009; Raiteri et al. 2011). The bright X-ray
to GeV emission of 3C 454.3 is likely due to inverse Compton scat-
tering of photons from an external source (a broad-line region gas,
accretion disc or dusty torus) by relativistic leptons in the jet (e.g.
Dermer et al. 2009). In 2008–2010 3C 454.3 showed a spectacular
series of GeV flares becoming the brightest object in the γ -ray sky
(Abdo et al. 2009, 2011; Ackermann et al. 2010; Striani et al. 2010;
Bonnoli et al. 2011; Vercellone et al. 2011). The γ -ray flares were
echoed in other bands (Sakamoto et al. 2009; Villata et al. 2009;
Jorstad et al. 2010; Pacciani et al. 2010; Vercellone et al. 2010), but
the corresponding optical flares were not exceptional for this blazar
(Krajci, Sokolovsky & Henden 2010). So far, the object was not
detected in TeV band (Anderhub et al. 2009).

Radio observations with the very long baseline interferometry
(VLBI) technique provide images of extragalactic jets with spatial
resolution of an order of a parsec (e.g. Pearson 1996; Zensus 1997;
Zensus, Krichbaum & Britzen 2006; Lobanov 2010). The structure

C© 2013 The Authors
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The core shift effect in the blazar 3C 454.3 3397

Figure 1. Naturally weighted total intensity CLEAN images of 3C 454.3. The image peaks are 3.3, 3.4, 6.3, 12.0, 15.8 and 23.5 Jy beam−1, for the 4.6, 5.0,
8.4, 15.4, 23.8 and 43.2 GHz frequencies, respectively. The contours starting at 6 mJy beam−1 are plotted with a factor of 4 steps at all images. The beam is
plotted in the lower-left corner of each image at the half-power level. The 8.4 GHz image is almost identical to the 8.1 GHz one, which is not shown here. The
observing epoch is 2008 October 2.

of most blazars, including 3C 454.3 (Fig. 1), is dominated by a
bright, unresolved or barely resolved feature called the core. The
core has a flat or inverted radio spectrum, characteristic of optically
thick synchrotron emission (e.g. Kaiser 2006; Potter & Cotter 2012)
shorter than any other jet structure. Evidence is growing that pro-
cesses close to the VLBI core are responsible for the high-energy
emission of blazars (e.g. Kovalev et al. 2009; Pushkarev, Kovalev &
Lister 2010; León-Tavares et al. 2011; Schinzel et al. 2012; Wehrle
et al. 2012). The physical nature of the parsec-scale core is still
being debated (Marscher 2006, 2008); however the most widely
accepted interpretation is that the core is a surface in a continuous
flow where the optical depth of jet’s synchrotron radiation τ ν ≈ 1 –
‘photosphere’ (Readhead et al. 1979; Konigl 1981; Zensus, Cohen
& Unwin 1995).

The standard jet model (Blandford & Königl 1979; Konigl 1981)
predicts that the apparent position of the photosphere (and, there-
fore, the VLBI core if the above interpretation is correct) depends
on the observing frequency. This is known as the ‘core shift’ ef-
fect and it was first observed by Marcaide & Shapiro (1984) in
the quasar pair 1038+528 A, B and later in other sources by,
among others, Zensus et al. (1995), Lobanov (1998), Paragi, Fejes &
Frey (2000), Kovalev et al. (2008), O’Sullivan & Gabuzda (2009),
Sokolovsky et al. (2011a), Hada et al. (2011), Algaba, Gabuzda
& Smith (2012) and Pushkarev et al. (2012). Measurements of
the frequency-dependent core position shift may provide important
information about the physical conditions and structure of ultra-
compact blazar jets (Lobanov 1998; Hirotani 2005; O’Sullivan &

Gabuzda 2009). Such observations may constrain the nature of the
absorbing material: synchrotron self-absorption (SSA) within the jet
plasma versus free–free absorption in thermal plasma surrounding
the jet. While SSA appears to be the dominating opacity mecha-
nism in blazar jets (Sokolovsky et al. 2011a), free–free absorption
is found in relativistic jet sources viewed at large angles to the line
of sight: Cyg A (Bach et al. 2008) and NGC 1052 (Kadler et al.
2004).

The core shift effect has important consequences for ultrahigh
precision astrometry (Rioja et al. 2005; Porcas 2009), radio (VLBI)
to optical (Gaia) reference frame alignment (Kovalev et al. 2008)
and spacecraft navigation with VLBI. It should be taken into ac-
count when constructing VLBI spectral index (e.g. Marr, Taylor &
Crawford 2001; Kovalev et al. 2008) and Faraday rotation maps
(e.g. Hovatta et al. 2012).

This paper presents the first detailed study of the core shift ef-
fect in the quasar 3C 454.3 using both multifrequency VLBI re-
sults and single-dish light curves. Core shift parameter estimates
obtained independently from very long baseline array (VLBA) im-
ages and single-dish light curves are compared for the 2008 ac-
tivity period of 3C 454.3. Methods to measure the core shift are
discussed in Section 2, observational data are described in Sec-
tion 3, Section 4 presents the employed analysis techniques, the
results are discussed in Section 5. Throughout this work, we as-
sume the 	 cold dark matter cosmology with the following param-
eters: H0 = 71 km s−1 Mpc−1, 
m = 0.27 and 
	 = 0.73 (see
Komatsu et al. 2009), which corresponds to a luminosity distance
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of DL = 5489 Mpc, an angular size distance of DA = 1588 Mpc
and a linear scale of 7.7 pc mas−1 at the source redshift. We use
positively defined spectral index α = d ln S/d ln ν.

2 M E T H O D S TO M E A S U R E T H E A P PA R E N T
C O R E S H I F T

There are a number of ways to observe the core shift and related
opacity-driven effects.

(i) Direct apparent core position measurement through a phase-
referencing experiment is the most obvious way to measure the
core shift. In this method, the telescopes are switching between
the target source and a nearby reference source (phase calibrator).
The switching time is shorter than the coherence time, hence the
calibrator’s phase solution can be applied to the target source. This
allows one to preserve information about the target source position
with respect to the phase calibrator. However, the method of mea-
suring core shift using phase referencing has a few caveats. First,
the reference source also experiences frequency-dependent position
shift, sometimes even if the core is not the dominating feature of
its structure (Sokolovsky et al. 2011b). Multiple reference sources
could be used to overcome this problem (Voytsik et al., in prepara-
tion). Secondly, the technique is not free from ambiguities arising
from modelling the source brightness distribution with a simplified
model (typically, consisting of a few Gaussian emission compo-
nents). This is true for the phase referencing as well as for all the
other VLBI-based core shift measurement techniques, because even
if the absolute coordinate grid is established through the use of ref-
erence sources, the target source structure still has to be modelled
to determine the position of its core. The phase-referencing method
is also relatively expensive in terms of observing time.

(ii) The absolute position information is lost during the phase
self-calibration procedure necessary for high-quality VLBI imag-
ing. Therefore, it is not known a priori, how images at different
frequencies should be aligned if phase referencing is not applied.
However, one may find a reference point in VLBI images that does
not change its position with frequency. In the absence of strong
spectral index gradients, optically thin features in the jet may serve
as such reference points. The core position may be measured with
respect to an individual jet feature using a brightness distribution
model (Kovalev et al. 2008; Sokolovsky et al. 2011a) or to a large jet
section rich in structure by means of image cross-correlation (Croke
& Gabuzda 2008; O’Sullivan & Gabuzda 2009; Algaba et al. 2012;
Hovatta et al. 2012; Pushkarev et al. 2012). Both methods provide
comparable results as was shown by Pushkarev et al. (2012).

(iii) The opacity effect also manifests itself as the core size in-
crease at lower observing frequencies. For a conical jet, its cross-
section size depends linearly on the distance from the cone apex
(e.g. Fromm et al. 2011). In this case, the core size as a function of
frequency should obey a power law with the same index, −1/k, as
the core position shift versus frequency (Blandford & Königl 1979;
Konigl 1981; Unwin et al. 1994; Jiang, Cao & Hong 1998; Yang
et al. 2008). If the jet is not conical, the dependences of core size
and core position shift on frequency will differ (resulting in different
values of k). The core size measurements are rarely used to study
opacity because this region is often unresolved by ground-based
VLBI.

(iv) Opacity is the reason for time delay of lower frequency radio
emission peaks with respect to the ones at higher frequencies (e.g.
Marscher & Gear 1985; Valtaoja et al. 1992; Fromm et al. 2011).
Radio flares are believed to be caused by disturbances travelling

down the jet. The radio flare peak at a given frequency occurs around
the time the disturbance passes the core at this frequency. Therefore,
a time delay between radio light curves at different frequencies
may be directly related to the core shift parameters measured with
VLBI (Bach et al. 2006; Kudryavtseva et al. 2011). The opacity
shift inferred from the time lags can be reconciled with the core
shift measurements from VLBI observations under the following
assumptions. The first one is that a flare at a given frequency νobs

has its peak quite near the jet location, where we observe the core at
this frequency (i.e. where the optical depth τνobs = 1). The second
assumption is that the jet Doppler factor is constant, i.e. the plasma
flow speed and the jet viewing angle are constant, so we can link
measured distance to time. If the flow is accelerated, the relation
between time lags and measured core positions will not be linear.

(v) A new method allowing one to simultaneously measure the
frequency-dependent core position shift and its size change using
the radio intraday variability (IDV) caused by interstellar scintilla-
tion was proposed by Macquart et al. (2013). The position offset
between the scintillating component (presumably, the core) at dif-
ferent frequencies is causing a time delay between the IDV light
curves at these frequencies. This delay is stable on time-scales much
longer than the scintillation time-scale and thus can be distinguished
from the refractive effects of interstellar medium. The angular scale
of the scintillating source at a given frequency is estimated from the
IDV variability time-scale and parameters of the scattering screen.

3 O B S E RVAT I O NA L DATA

3.1 Single epoch VLBI data

3C 454.3 was observed on 2008 October 2 with National Radio
Astronomy Observatory VLBA simultaneously at seven frequencies
(4.6, 5.0, 8.1, 8.4, 15.4, 23.8 and 43.2 GHz) in the framework of
our survey of parsec-scale radio spectra of 20 γ -ray bright blazars
(Sokolovsky et al. 2010a,b; Sokolovsky 2011). The observation was
conducted with 16 on-source scans (each 4–7 min long depending
on frequency) spread over 9 h.

The data reduction was conducted in the standard manner using
the AIPS package (Greisen 1990). A special procedure, similar to the
one described by Sokolovsky et al. (2011a), was applied to improve
amplitude calibration of the correlated flux density resulting in
∼5 per cent calibration accuracy at 4.6–15.4 GHz range and
∼10 per cent accuracy at 23.8 and 43.2 GHz. The DIFMAP software
(Shepherd 1997) was used for imaging and modelling the uv data.
Details of the employed calibration and analysis technique were
discussed by Sokolovsky (2011).

Fig. 1 shows total intensity VLBA images of 3C 454.3. While
at 4.6 GHz the source shows a bright extended jet, at 43.2 GHz its
structure is dominated by the bright compact core. The spectra of
the core and the jet component C7 are presented in Fig. 2. C7 is the
only component that could be identified across all observing bands
(its detection at 43.2 GHz required data tapering). This component
has a steep radio spectrum and, consequently, it is considered to be
optically thin. Therefore, C7 may serve as a reference feature for
multifrequency image alignment. Actually, its spectrum slightly de-
viates from the power law at low frequencies and can be fitted with
the theoretical spectrum of a uniform synchrotron-emitting cloud.
Since C7 is more extended than the core, its spectrum may be arti-
ficially softened due to the uv-coverage related flux density losses
at high frequencies. This, however, does not change the conclusion
that C7 is optically thin in the studied frequency range. The core
spectrum is highly inverted with the spectral slope αcore = +0.9
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Figure 2. VLBA spectra of the core (left) and the reference jet component
C7 (right) derived from uv modelling. The observed spectra are compared
to the power-law (straight line in log–log scale) and uniform synchrotron
cloud models.

Figure 3. Radio light curves of the 2008 flare. The arrow marks the VLBA
observation epoch.

compatible with a partially optically thick synchrotron emission of
a non-uniform source.

3.2 Single-dish radio light curves from 4.8 to 37 GHz

Single-dish flux density monitoring observations of 3C 454.3 were
obtained with the 26 m University of Michigan Radio Observatory
(UMRAO) radio telescope at 4.8, 8.0 and 14.5 GHz, 14 m Metsähovi
telescope at 22 and 37 GHz, and the 22 m RT-22 radio telescope of
Crimean Astrophysical Observatory (CrAO) at 22 and 37 GHz. The
data set and the corresponding observing techniques are presented
and described by Vol’vach et al. (2011). The light curves of the 2008
flare are reproduced by us in Fig. 3. The flare duration is almost
constant across all bands – slightly less than two years. One can
see that the flare at lower frequencies is less prominent and delayed
in time with respect to high frequencies with a time lag resulting
from the synchrotron opacity (Shklovskii 1960; van der Laan 1966;
Marscher & Gear 1985; Kudryavtseva et al. 2011) as discussed in
Section 2 for method (iv).

4 C O R E SH I F T A NA LY S I S

We characterize the core shift effect using four different techniques
of three methods as described in Section 2: VLBI core position shift
measured with brightness distribution modelling and image cross-
correlation [method (ii)], VLBI core size increase [method (iii)] and
time-delay analysis of single-dish radio light curves [method (iv)].

Figure 4. Measured values of the core shift (|r|), core to C7 component
separation (rc) and core width (W) as a function of ν compared to the
corresponding aν−1/k + b fits (see Table 1).

4.1 Core position determined from modelling VLBA visibility
data

Following Kovalev et al. (2008) and Sokolovsky et al. (2011a), we
model jet emission at each frequency with a set of elliptical Gaussian
components in the visibility (uv) plane. Fomalont (1999) formulas
were applied to estimate position uncertainties of the model com-
ponents. The well-isolated component C7 that could be identified
across all the observing frequencies was chosen as the reference for
determining the core position (Fig. 1). The distance, �r, between
the apparent core and C7 was measured at each frequency and fitted
by �r = a

νk + b law, where k = 0.56 ± 0.22 (Fig. 4, the best-fitting
values of coefficients a and b are presented in Table 1). The fact that
C7 lies downstream of the region where the jet changes its direction
from west to northwest should not affect the estimated value of k.
Here and later the weighted non-linear least-squares fitting is per-
formed using the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm (e.g., Press et al.

Table 1. Analysis results.

ν |r| rc W �T
(GHz) (mas) (mas) (mas) (year)

43.2 0.0 5.979 ± 0.046 0.055 –
36.8 – – – 0.0
23.8 0.02 ± 0.01 5.944 ± 0.013 0.071 –
22.2 – – – 0.04 ± 0.03
15.4 0.06 ± 0.04 5.936 ± 0.009 0.099 –
14.5 – – – 0.13 ± 0.03
8.4 0.30 ± 0.04 5.899 ± 0.007 0.169 –
8.1 0.21 ± 0.04 5.900 ± 0.008 0.143 –
8.0 – – – 0.39 ± 0.04
5.0 0.54 ± 0.06 5.756 ± 0.005 0.500 –
4.8 – – – 0.75 ± 0.07
4.6 0.60 ± 0.06 5.757 ± 0.004 0.456 –

a = 6.0 ± 2.6 −3.3 ± 3.0 4.6 ± 2.5 6.2 ± 1.4
b = −0.03 ± 0.03 5.96 ± 0.04 0.05 ± 0.01 −0.06 ± 0.02
k = 0.68 ± 0.13 0.56 ± 0.22 0.60 ± 0.09 0.78 ± 0.08

Column designation: col. 1 – frequency, col. 2 – core position shift from
cross-correlation analysis, col. 3 – core separation from the reference jet
component C7, col. 4 – core size on the half-power level, col. 5 – light
curve time delay with respect to the 36.8 GHz peak. The last three rows
present the best values for coefficients in the aν−1/k + b fit to the data in the
corresponding columns.
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2002) and the reported parameter errors are the asymptotic standard
errors obtained from the variance–covariance matrix after the final
iteration.

4.2 Core position determined with 2D cross-correlation image
analysis

3C 454.3 has a bright and extended parsec-scale jet rich in complex
structures which make it well suited for image alignment with 2D
cross-correlation. For each pair of adjacent frequencies in our ob-
servation, we construct a pair of images convolved with the same
beam (corresponding to the naturally weighted beam at the lower
of the two frequencies). The pixel size is chosen as 1/20 of the mi-
nor axis of the restoring beam corresponding to the most optimistic
positional accuracy expected for brightest image features. We have
experimented with smaller pixel size but found no improvement in
the image alignment accuracy.

A PDL2-based program written by one of the authors (TS) was
employed to perform the cross-correlation analysis. The same pro-
gram was used by Hovatta et al. (2012) and Pushkarev et al. (2012).
It allows a user to select an image region that contains complex
structures expected to be optically thin above 5 GHz. We choose
analysis regions containing most of the visible jet emission at each
pair of images. The optically thick core region is excluded from the
analysis. The process of manual region selection necessarily intro-
duces a human bias in the process. In order to minimize this bias, we
repeated each measurement multiple times selecting slightly differ-
ent analysis regions. The obtained shifts were verified by visually
examining the spectral index map constructed with the applied shift.
The resulting map should not contain extreme spectral index val-
ues, especially near the edges of emitting regions (Marr et al. 2001;
Kovalev et al. 2008; Hovatta et al. 2012). The difference in shifts
obtained using different analysis regions, while the control spectral
index map remained acceptable, were no greater than a few times
1/20 of the minor axis of the beam. We adopt this value as an indi-
cator of the cross-correlation image alignment accuracy for a given
frequency pair.

In order to test if the unmatched uv coverage between the two
frequencies has an impact on our results, for each pair of frequen-
cies we repeated the analysis fixing the analysed image areas and
restricting the data to a common uv range before convolving the
images with the same beam. In all cases, the cross-correlation re-
sults differed by no more than one pixel from the ones obtained
with the images having unmatched uv coverage and convolved with
the same beam. This confirms that restoring the two images with
the same large beam effectively eliminates the effects of unmatched
uv coverage on cross-correlation analysis. We also correlated pairs
of images restored with naturally weighted beams after restricting
the two data sets to the common uv range. The two beams were not
identical because, while the two data sets had the same uv range, the
uv coverage within that range was slightly different. In that case,
the cross-correlation results differed by up to 2 pixels from the ones
obtained with images convolved with identical beams. Overall, the
uncertainty of up to 2 pixels resulting from a choice of the analy-
sis strategy (identical beams versus different beams with matched
uv ranges) is no larger than the one introduced by a choice of an
analysed image area (a few pixels).

The cross-correlation method allows one to calculate a displace-
ment, �r12, between phase centres of images at two frequencies

2 Perl Data Language, http://pdl.perl.org/

ν1 and ν2. When one knows �r12, the core shift is calculated as
�r = r1 + �r12 − r2, where r1 and r2 are positions of the core
relative to phase centre at the two frequencies. Position of the core
with respect to the phase centre is measured by modelling the source
structure in DIFMAP as in Section 4.1.

Pushkarev et al. (2012) reported the core shift of 0.159 mas
between 8 and 15 GHz measured with the VLBA for 3C 454.3 on
2006 June 15 using the same cross-correlation technique. This is
close to the value obtained in our analysis (Table 1, Fig. 4).

It should be noted that for any given pair of frequencies, the
value of core shift derived from the cross-correlation analysis, |r|,
is not the same as the difference in core separation from the jet
component C7 derived from visibility model fitting (Section 4.1 and
Table 1, column rc). The difference is clearly seen from comparing
the |r| and b–rc measurements and best-fitting curves on Fig. 4. The
reason is that the direction of r differs from the core – reference
C7 component direction. However, if the angle between the two
directions is constant, that will not affect estimation of the power-
law coefficient k. The analysis using the cross-correlation method
results in k = 0.68 ± 0.13.

4.3 Core size as a function of frequency

We fitted the measured major axis of elliptical Gaussian core
components versus frequency dependency with the function
W = aν−1/k + b and obtained k = 0.60 ± 0.09 (Table 1, Fig. 4),
which is consistent with the values derived from the core position
analysis above. The core size uncertainty estimated following Fo-
malont (1999) is unrealistically small at all frequencies due to the
large core flux density. Therefore, we do not report these error es-
timates in Table 1. Clearly, in this case, the error of the estimated
core size is dominated by modelling uncertainties that are hard to
quantify. At each frequency, we check that the estimated core size is
larger than the resolution limit computed following Lobanov (2005)
and Kovalev et al. (2005).

4.4 Time lag analysis of single-dish radio light curves

We analyse radio light curves of the 2008 flare (Fig. 3) to compare
the results with our single-epoch multifrequency VLBA observa-
tion obtained on 2008 October 2 around the time the flare peaks at
15 GHz. Following Peterson et al. (1998), we linearly interpolate the
light curves to calculate the corresponding cross-correlation func-
tions (CCF, Fig. 5). The comparison of this method with discrete
CCF proposed by Edelson & Krolik (1988) results in a good agree-
ment. The CCF is calculated between the light curves at 36.8 GHz
and other frequencies. The time span of the flare is taken to be
two years. For the 36.8 GHz light curve, we set it to be 2007.5–
2009.5. Time lags at low frequencies are non-negligible compared
to the cross-correlation window width. Increasing the window width
would cause the following 2009 flare, which rises at high frequen-
cies, to be included in the analysis, which might affect results.
Instead, we shift the two-year-wide analysis window for each fre-
quency below 36.8 GHz. We compute CCF values for trial shifts in
the range from 0 to 1 year. The shift that maximizes the CCF value
is used to find the time lag between the light curves.

To estimate an error of the resulting time lag we used ‘FR-RSS’
method described by Peterson et al. (1998) consisting of 1000 cycles
of Monte Carlo flux density randomization together with modified
bootstrapping, which allows us to account for estimated flux density
measurement errors, the errors due to data sampling and ‘outlier’
points. We also add a normally distributed random time shifts to
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Figure 5. CCF for the radio light curves.

Figure 6. Measured values of the time lag, �T, as a function of ν compared
to the corresponding aν−1/k + b fit (see Table 1).

the light curves within each simulation with a standard deviation
equal to the mean separation between the observations. The cross-
correlation peak distribution was obtained for 37 GHz with each
frequency and the time lag error was estimated as the standard
deviation of this distribution.

The time lags measured by us for the 2008 activity period (see
Table 1) are in agreement with the values (�T37–22 = 0.03 yr and
�T37–15 = 0.11 yr) obtained by Villata et al. (2007) for 2005–2007.
See also fig. 3 in Volvach et al. (2007). Pyatunina et al. (2007) report
a wide range of time lags measured in 1990–2001 with typical values
close to our results.

Fig. 6 illustrates the frequency dependence of the time delay with
respect to the 37 GHz light curve. We perform a weighted non-linear
least-squares fit with the model �T = aν−1/k + b which results in
k = 0.78 ± 0.08.

5 D ISCUSSION

The Konigl (1981) jet model assumes that magnetic field strength B
and particle density N are declining with distance from the jet origin,
r, according to the power law: B = B1(r/r1)−m, N = N1(r/r1)−n (here

B1 and N1 are values at r = r1 = 1 pc from the jet base). The power-
law index k in the relation of the core position, rc, and core size, W,
change with frequency (rc ∝ W ∝ ν−1/k) depends on the magnetic
field and particle density indexes m and n and the optically thin
spectral index α. If an equipartition fraction or jet power change
along the jet, these changes will also affect the value of k (Potter
& Cotter 2013). To estimate m and n, we consider two possible
situations: (1) ambient medium pressure on the jet is negligible
(Section 5.1) and (2) the external pressure is non-negligible and has
a non-zero gradient along the jet (Section 5.3). For all calculations
in this section, we adopt k = 0.7 ± 0.1.

5.1 Negligible ambient medium pressure

Assuming that the ambient medium pressure on the jet is negligible
(the ‘free jet’ assumption), we have

k = [(3 − 2α)m + 2n − 2]/(5 − 2α) (1)

(Konigl 1981; Lobanov 1998), where α is the optically thin spectral
index. The assumption of equipartition between the magnetic field
and electron energy densities requires that

N1(r/r1)−nγminmec
2 = KB2

1 (r/r1)−2 m/8π, (2)

therefore, n = 2m, where me is the electron mass, γ min is the minimal
Lorentz factor of emitting electrons, K ≈ 1/ln (γ max/γ min) ≈ 0.1
assuming optically thin spectral index α = −0.5 and the maximum
Lorentz factor of emitting electrons γ max = 104.34γ min (Hirotani
2005).

If the jet flow speed is constant, the jet has a conical shape
(constant opening angle) and the particle density N ∝ r−2 (n = 2).
In that case, the equipartition condition leads to m = 1 and k = 1
(for any α). However, if jet flow speed and/or its opening angle
are changing along the jet, other combinations of m, n and α are
possible that would satisfy the equipartition condition and result
in k �= 1. The values of m and n can be derived from (1) given
the observed value of k = 0.7 and assuming α = −0.5: m � 0.8,
n = 2m = 1.6. We note that the result only weakly depends on the
assumed value of α.

The core position offset �rmas (expressed in milliarcseconds)
between two frequencies ν1 and ν2 (ν1 <ν2, GHz) may be expressed
by the parameter (Lobanov 1998)


 = 4.85 · 10−9 �rmasDL

(1 + z)2

(
ν

1/k
1 ν

1/k
2

ν
1/k
2 − ν

1/k
1

)
, (3)

where DL is the luminosity distance in Mpc at the redshift z. Av-
eraging over all the frequency pairs and excluding the close pairs
8.1/8.4 and 4.6/5.0 GHz we obtain 
 = 43 ± 10 pc GHz1/k. Fol-
lowing O’Sullivan & Gabuzda (2009), we evaluate equation 43
from Hirotani (2005), assuming the equipartition condition (2), to
estimate the magnetic field strength at 1 pc from the jet base:

B1 ≈ 0.014

(

3k(1 + z)2 ln γmax/γmin

δ2φ sin3k−1 θ

)1/4

, (4)

where θ is the jet viewing angle, φ is the jet half-opening angle and
δ ≡ [(1 − βcos θ )]−1 is the Doppler factor.

Jorstad et al. (2010) measured a large variety of values of θ , j

and δ for three VLBI components in 3C 454.3. They supposed that
these components move along different sides of the jet (closer or
farther from the line of sight). We adopt the average values measured
by Jorstad et al. (2005): θ = 1.◦3, φ = 0.◦8, δ = 24.6, j = 15.6,
the value of k = 0.7 and ln (γ max/γ min) = 10. Therefore, we get
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B1 = 0.4 ± 0.2 G. The estimated uncertainty is formally propagated
from the adopted uncertainties of k and 
. We note however, that
the uncertainties of δ, φ, θ and ln (γ max/γ min) also contribute to
the total uncertainty. The obtained value of B1 is close to the one
estimated by Pushkarev et al. (2012) from 8 to 15 GHz core shift
measurements with the assumption of k = 1. Following Lobanov
(1998), we estimate the core position at 43 GHz and, hence, the
magnetic field in the 43 GHz core: B43 GHzcore = 0.07 ± 0.04 G. For
the 15 GHz core: B15 GHzcore = 0.02 ± 0.01 G.

The deprojected distance of the core at a given frequency from
the central engine may be estimated following Lobanov (1998)
and Hirotani (2005): rcore(ν) = 


sin θ
ν−1/kr . For the 43 GHz core,

assuming the above value of θ , rcore(43 GHz) ∼ 9 pc. For the 15 GHz
core, rcore(15 GHz) ∼ 38 pc.

We can estimate the apparent jet half-opening angle by comparing
core sizes and positions measured at different frequencies (columns
4 and 2 in Table 1) as φapp ≈ �W/2�r ≈ 17◦, which corresponds
to the intrinsic half-opening angle φ = φappsin θ ≈ 0.◦4. This is two
times smaller than the value used above. However, our estimate is
subject to uncertain modelling errors in W and we prefer to use
the values of φ and θ obtained by Jorstad et al. (2005). If we use
our value of φ instead, the magnetic field strength does not change
within the estimated error.

5.2 Total jet power

The total jet power, often referred to as ‘kinetic luminosity’, can
be computed within the equipartition assumption using equation
46 of Hirotani (2005). As input parameters for the computation
we take the above values of θ , φ, δ and j determined by Jorstad
et al. (2005), the measured values k = 0.7, α = −0.5 and assume
constant j along the jet. The two critical assumptions are the min-
imum Lorentz factor of the emitting particles, γ min = 100 (Hirotani
2005) and jet composition (electron/positron versus electron/proton
plasma). For an electron/positron jet, the total kinetic power is a few
× 1044 ergs s−1. For the same γ min, the electron/proton jet would
be mp+/me− = 1836.2 times more powerful.

5.3 External pressure gradient

If the external pressure drops along the jet as p ∝ r−a, the jet will
be constantly accelerating as j = j∗(r/r∗)a/4, where r is axial jet
coordinate and values marked with ∗ are related to the point where
jet becomes supersonic (Georganopoulos & Marscher 1996). For
r � r∗ the jet cross-section d ∝ ra/4 (the observed core size W ≈ d).
The depicted situation is true in a hydrodynamically accelerating
and adiabatic, steady-state jet. In this case, the core size dependence
on the observing frequency (W(ν) ∝ ν−a/(4k)) differs from the one
of the core position offset (r ∝ ν−1/k) if a �= 4.

The measured value of k may be related to the pressure gradi-
ent a (see fig. 1 in Lobanov 1998) resulting in a � 2.2. Hence,
the magnetic field and particle density power-law indexes become
mp ≈ 0.4 and np ≈ 2.2. However, the power-law coefficients for
W(ν) and r(ν) would differ by a factor of a/4 � 0.55 which contra-
dicts the obtained values (Table 1). We conclude that the external
pressure gradient is not a dominant factor in determining the jet
geometry in the region of 43–4.6 GHz core of 3C 454.3.

5.4 Jet speed estimated from time lags and core shift

Assuming that a light curve peak at a given frequency, ν, occurs
when a plasma condensation (jet component) travelling down the

jet passes the region of the core at that frequency, rν , one can esti-
mate the apparent projected speed of such a plasma condensation
by comparing the light curve time delay, �T, with the VLBI core
position shift between a pair of frequencies, �r: μapp = �r/�T �
0.7 mas yr−1 (the exact value depends on the choice of the frequency
pair). This value is 2–8 times larger than μapp directly measured with
VLBI by Lister et al. (2013) and Jorstad et al. (2010). One possible
explanation for this discrepancy is that the 2008 flare might have
been caused by an exceptionally fast jet component. This seems pos-
sible considering the wide distribution of individual component’s
velocities observed with VLBI. On the other hand, the discrepancy
may result from the limited applicability of the above assumption.
If the peak flux density of the flaring component is declining while
the flare develops and the component becomes optically thin at pro-
gressively lower frequencies (as expected for the adiabatic losses
dominated stage of flare development, Marscher & Gear 1985), the
light curve peak would occur earlier than the component reaches the
position in the jet marked by the quiescent core at this frequency.
This will result in an overestimated component velocity since the
time lag between peaks will be smaller than the time it takes for
the component to travel between the higher and lower frequency
core positions. In principle, one could also suggest that VLBI does
not always measure the apparent speed which represents the true
plasma flow speed. A hint that this might be the case comes from
comparing results of VLBA kinematics measurements in the inner
jet of M87 at 2 cm (Kovalev et al. 2007) and 7 mm (Ly, Walker &
Junor 2007).

6 SU M M A RY

In the jet model of Blandford & Königl (1979) and Konigl (1981),
synchrotron opacity manifests itself in the frequency-dependent po-
sition and size of the apparent VLBI core, as well as in the time
delay between radio light curves obtained at different frequencies.
We observe these effects in 3C 454.3 using 4.6–43 GHz VLBA im-
ages and 4.8–37 GHz light curves obtained with the 26 m UMRAO,
22 m CrAO and 14 m Metsähovi telescopes in 2007–2009.

Our results support this model as an appropriate description of
jet physics in the apparent parsec-scale core region. The distance
of the core from the jet origin rc(ν), the core size W(ν) and the
lightcurve time lag �T(ν) all depend on the observing frequency
ν as rc(ν) ∝ W(ν) ∝ �T(ν) ∝ ν−1/k. We find the value of the
coefficient to be in the range k = 0.6–0.8, consistent with the SSA
being the dominating opacity mechanism in the jet of 3C 454.3,
as opposed to free–free absorption found in relativistic jet sources
viewed at large angles to the line of sight, e.g. Cyg A (Bach et al.
2008) and NGC 1052 (Kadler et al. 2004). Zamaninasab et al. (2013)
analysed two epochs (2005-05-19 and 2009-09-22) of simultaneous
multifrequency (5–86 GHz) VLBA observations of 3C 454.3 and
obtained the values of k = 0.9 ± 0.2 and 0.8 ± 0.3 for the 2005
and 2009 epochs, respectively. No difference between the frequency
dependence of rc(ν) and W(ν) is observed which suggests that the
external pressure is not significant for the jet geometry in the cm-
band core region of 3C 454.3.

Assuming equipartition, we estimate the magnetic field strength
1 pc from the jet origin to be B1 ∼ 0.4 G. It scales with distance
from the central engine as B = 0.4(r/r1)−0.8 G. Within the equipar-
tition assumption, the total kinetic power of the jet, assuming elec-
tron/positron composition and γ min = 100, is a few × 1044 ergs s−1.
The electron/proton jet would be about two thousand times more
powerful.
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The remarkable agreement found between results obtained with
different techniques both improves robustness of presented results
and supports the light curve time lag measurements as an efficient
tool to study characteristics of the opaque apparent base of AGN
jets.
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